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Abstract. Digital signature schemes are commonly used as primitives in cryptography protocols. Some
applications like multi agent systems transfer messages with low size and capacity. In this paper we
introduced a new digital signature which works very well for such applications which have low file size for
sending. The new hash function generates dynamic and smaller size of bits which depends on each bytes of
message. A simple mechanism for hashing the message and encryption is one of advantages of suggestive
algorithms. The main function which is used for hashing is bitwise Or and Multiply functions. Testing new
algorithms showed that its hashed file size is 4% of the original file in messages with size lower than 1600
bytes. This algorithm can be used in applications which have low file size for sending and want simple and
fast algorithms for generating digital signature.
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1. Introduction
Emerging applications like electronic commerce and secure communications over open networks have
made clear the fundamental role of public key cryptosystem as unique security solutions [1, 2]. A Digital
Signature is an important type of authentication in a public-key (or asymmetric) cryptographic system and it
is in wide use [3-5] .
A digital signature is a checksum which depends on the time period during which it was produced [2, 6,
7] . It depends on all bits of a transmitted message and also on a secret key but which can be checked without
knowledge of the secret key. A digital signature is computed using a set of rules and a set of parameters
such that the identity of the signatory and integrity of the data can be verified [8-10].
Cryptographers have been studying electronic signature technologies for decades since the discovery of
one-way functions [11]. Several electronic signature [12] schemes are (mathematically) proved to be secure
under some complexity theoretical assumptions. In [13] they proposed a simple server-based electronic
signature system in which a small number of common private keys were used. Another work was done on
designing an off-line signature verification system based on a displacement extraction method [14] in which
a questionable signature is compared with a corresponding authentic one .
In this paper we proposed a digital signature algorithm in which the new hash function generates
dynamic and smaller size of bytes and a simple and fast generating digital signature which will append at the
end of message.

2. Digital Signature
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In 1976, [11] W. Diffie and M. Hellman studying the manner of key distribution were succeeded in
designing general key systems. They also showed how the validity of message by these systems can be
covered. They called it digital signature. The idea of digital signature has derived from handmade one, so
digital signature should have its all features. The main features of handmade signature are simple production,
simple identification and difficult generation [12, 15, 16] .
General Key coding can be used both for confident ability and digital signature [2, 11]. For make
confident ability, encryption key is private so that, everyone can code a message. Generation of digital
signature is based on keeping encryption key private and decryption key is public. Digital signature depends
on some parameter, like person who signature and data that should be visited [17].

2.1. Hash algorithm
In the digital signature a little message is elicited from every document with a few bytes. These details
with a few bytes influence on one by one bytes of message and their place in text [12, 18, 19] . By this way
every type of general and partial change will cause big change in the details. After the eliciting, details of
message will be coded with particular key and the result attached with message. Suppose that we have b
message bits as internal and we want to gain the summary of the message. b is ordinal number and positive
and also it can have zero or more bits. Here is the summery of hash algorithm.
F ( X , Y , Z )  XY  not ( X ) Z
H ( X , Y , Z )  X xor Y xor Z
G ( X , Y , Z )  XZ  Ynot ( Z )
I ( X , Y , Z )  Y xor (X  not (Z ))

1
2
3
4

3. The suggestive algorithm
In digital signature algorithms [2, 18, 19] , the abstract of message is extracted by use of some
complex hash algorithms. Hashing algorithms should be dependent of all bytes of the message and their
positions. Then abstract is encrypted by private key and appended to end of message. At the other side, the
receiver again extracts an abstract of message by use of sender hashing algorithm. Receiver compares his
abstract with abstract of message, which is decrypted with public key of receiver. If it does not match, the
message is changes by some one. Figure 1 shows the summery of a digital signature.

Figure 1. Summery of digital signature

We do the operation on block of 100 bytes. Each byte is read from file and does OR functions with
(00000001). Then we put the result into the variable character. After the processing of first 100 bytes, we
multiply all of the result ORed bytes and keep them in a 32 bits variable. We use the 32 highest bits of the
multiplication of the result. After that the next 100 bytes will be processed with the same operation. It
doesn’t matter if size of the message is not multiple of 100. So that each 100 bytes of message is summarized
in 32 bits of hashed message. By this step we use hash algorithm to generate an abstract of the message
which is dependent on all bytes of the message and their positions. Figure 2 summarizes the hash algorithm.
Next step in our algorithm is encryption of the abstract of the message with private key of the sender. A
16 bytes private key is used for encryption. We have two arrays of characters, one is the key named
Key[0..15]
and other is hashed message H [0...n ] . In encoding operation, the first byte of hashed message
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H [0]

will be XOR with the first byte of the key ( Key[0] ) and will be kept in first byte of the key ( Key[0] ).
Then again the H [0] will be XORed with Key[1] and result will be replaced with Key[1] .

Figure 2. Summery of hashing in suggestive algorithm

Figure 3. Summery of encryption in suggestive algorithm

For convenience of using and testing our algorithm, we convert the array to the base of 16. At the
receiver side, the message and hashed one will be separated. At first we generate a hashed form the received
message and at the other side we decrypt the sign by the receiver’s public key. So here a comparison of
hashed message and decrypted sign can show whether any changes has been done on the original message or
not. By this comparison we can specify any attack.

4. Experimental Result
Our suggestive algorithm is customized for any type of file such as .doc, .pdf, .txt and etc. For our
experiments we used 100 pdf files which 50 of them were English and 50 of them were Farsi. We
downloaded most of our test data from papers in Elsevier web site and Farsi papers from a Persian site2
which has the abstract and Farsi papers of PhD. students. Size of our files was variable and it ranges from 2
kb to 1804 kb.

4.1. Size of Hashed Files

Hashed Siz e

One of advantages of our algorithms in comparison with other algorithms is that our algorithm generates
a dynamic sized hash file. It means that our algorithms hashed a file and its size is dependent directly on size
of original file so that the size of hashed file it is not constant. Fig4 shows the size of file and size of hashed
files. It illustrates that our algorithms works very good with files with low size. The average of hashed size is
8.51% of the size of original file.
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Figure 4. Size of 100 hashed files

Figure 4 illustrates that our algorithm uses a dynamic size of hash files and in files with lower size it
works good by a simple and fast generating hash file.
Another comparison that we have done was on files lower than 800, 1000 and 1600 bytes. In our
algorithm [2, 5] each 100 bytes hash to 4 bytes and in MD5 to 32, SHA-1 to 40 and SHA-2 to 64 bytes, so
2
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that our algorithm works better in files lower than 1600 bytes than to SHA-2. We have done these operations
because in SHA-2, the size of hashed file is 64 bytes, but in our algorithm if the size of file is 1600 then size
of hash file will be 64 bytes and lower files have lower size.
In table shows average of hashed file size respect of the original file size. By this result we conclude that
our algorithm generates hashed file with lower size than other algorithms. It is very applicable for
applications which want to send messages with lower size.
Table 1. Comparison of 4 algorithms in different size files

File Size

MD5

Size <= 800
Size <= 1000
Size <= 1600

SHA-1

10.87%
9.37%
6.76%

SHA-2

13.59%
11.72%
8.45%

Our

21.74%
18.75%
13.52%

4.00%
4.00%
4.00%

Table 2. Comparison of 4 algorithms
Algorithm

Time

State

MD5

O(n)

Medium

Attacked

SHA-1

O(n)

Fairly high

Attacked

SHA-2

O(n)

High

Running

Klog(n)

Low

Running

Our Algorithm

4.2.

Functional

Time Complexity of Algorithm

Here we want to compare number of operations which will be done in our suggestive hash algorithm
and compare with other hash algorithm. Our suggestive algorithm works on block of 100 bytes of data. It
divides the original file into block of 100 bytes and it’s not important that size of file is dividable by 100. So
that the last block of data may have one to 100 bytes of data. In each block we have an iteration to do our
hash operations, but in other hashing algorithms in each block of data, more than one iteration will be done.
In this algorithm, the operation complexity is very low and time complexity will be O(K log n). Log n is
using since in each process, 100 bytes of the total file is reduced and K will be used as a parameter for our
algorithm. So that, our suggestive algorithm uses simple and fast functions to generate digital signatures, it is
a fundamental advantage which could help applications want to be simple, fast and secure.

4.3. Algorithm against Attacks
In digital signature algorithms, if a bit of original file changes so that the hashed file and encrypted
message should be changed. In this section we show the changes and its effect on hashed file and encrypted
message. We changed our test data and observed that their hashed files and encrypted message will be
changed too.
Table 3. Algorithm against Attacks
Original File

Hashed File

in the name of god

f938d14d

in mhe name of god

16213d85

in the nams of god

26bc84b0

in the name pf god
bn the name of god

4e92a015
001e2e4f

In table 3 we showed that if the original file is changed then the hashed fie will be changed too. Table 3
showed some simple example of our tests. We examined the algorithm on our test data. We changed our test
data by shifting data, rotating and changing the character of each byte of our data.
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5. Conclusion
A digital signature is computed using a set of rules and a set of parameters such that the identity of the
signatory and integrity of the data can be verified. A hash function is used in the signature generation process
to obtain a condensed version of data. These details with a few byte influence one by one bytes and their
place in text so that a partial change will cause big change in the details.
In this paper, we introduced a new digital signature algorithm which generates the hashed file with
dynamic size. By dynamic it means that the hash function result depends on size of message. Our algorithm
introduces a more simple mechanism for hashing and encryption.
Our algorithm works with all types of files such as .doc, .pdf, .txt and other types of files. We showed
that our hashing algorithms works better than other hash algorithms for files with lower size. Our suggestive
algorithm is applicable for applications that send messages with low size such as multi agent systems in
which agents send massages that is few bytes.
Our future work is testing our algorithm under other attacks and proves it. We want to model check it by
an actor based language such as rebeca. We can apply our algorithm
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